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the question ; for so long as the laws which govern the universe 
are in force, that which was established at one period of' t ime will 
still remain a fact in all suceeedin~ ages, and no amount  of contro- 
versy, or opinions of any set of men, advanced as a species of spe. 
eial advocacy, have the ~ower  of setting it aside. The tr~Le ex/)e~se 
of an engine is the oriTb~a~ ];r~'ce, added to iZs ar~lcrl cost jb~" ~ab~- 
lainctnce, c~pitagized s~F'at 21) ycag's' 7)urckase. The direct supply 
system dispenses with the cost of constructing reservoirs, to which 
extent  it will be more economical in the first instance. But  it is 
less regular  than either of the others. The machinery is required 
to be kept  in motion all tile time, or at least ready to start at any 
moment when water, is wanted. Vigilance is an incessant and ar- 
b i t rary  requirement.  A fire may bre~k Oltt any instant of' time, 
night or day, and may not occur tbr months;  Stl]l the price of se- 
cur i ty  is eternal vigilance, which in the case where steam is em- 
ployed am a motive power, means continuous consumption of f,m]: 
which again, in plain English, means wasting money. In connec- 
tion with this system, it must not be ~brgotten that all the connec- 
tions pertaining to the distributing mains require to be made es- 
pecially heavy, and consequently more than usually expensive, 
with a view to withstand the excessive pressures thrown upon 
them when tile engines are forcing against the enormous pressure 
necessary to be effectual in case of./~'e. I t  becomes quite a serious 
question, then, whether  it. is al together satisfactory or judicious to 
assume this extra cost, together with the risk of leaking joints and 
bursting pipes, from the cause pointed out, for the mere sake of 
dispensing with that portable fire apparattls so well known through- 
out the country.  

BELTING FACTS AND FIGURES, 
BY J. tI. Cc, ov~.:a. 

(Con tiu ued I¥~ml page 11)!}. ) 

Friction l;V/~cels.--" Wheels  acting upon each other are the in- 
struments by which ~he transmission of tbrce from one part of a 
system of machinery to another is commonly and conveniently 
effeeted. The due connection of the moving parts is accomplished 
either by the mutual  action of properly formed teeth, by straps or 
endless bands, or by the friction of one l~ee of a wheel agains~ an. 
other. The latter method has, wh,m. adopted, been generally in 
small light works, where the pressure t~pon the different parts of 
the machinery iv never eonshlerable. Nr. Niche]son saw a drawing 
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of a spinning-wheel for children, at a charity school, in which a large 
horizontal wheel, with a slip of buff leather glued on its upper sur- 
face, near the outer edge, drove 12 spindles, at which the same 
number of children sat. The spindles had each a small roller like- 
wise faced with leather, and were capable, b y  an easy and instanta- 
neous motion, of being thrown into contact with the large wheel at 
pleasure. The winding bobbins for yarns at the cotton mills ope- 
rate on the same simple and elegant principle, which possesses the 
advantage of drawing" the thread with an equal velocity, whatever 
may be the quanti ty on the bobbin, and cannot break it. 

" We are not aware that the same mode of communication has 
been adopted in large works, except in a saw mill, by Mr. Taylor,  
of Southampton. In  this the wheels act upon each other by the 
contact of the end grain of wood instead of cogs. The whole makes 
very little noise, and wears very  well ; it has now been in use nearly 
twenty years. There is, of consequence, a contrivance to make the 
wheels bear firmly against each other, by wedges at the sockets, or 
by levers. This principle and method of transmitting power cer- 
tainly deserves every attention ; particularly as the customary mode, 
by means of teeth, requires much skill and care in the execution, 
and~ after al], wants frequent repairs." --T,',~alA'e on =][ecl~anics. Oli~- 
tl~us (A'eyory : London, 1806. 

]:'rom .R(~nbine's M'anual (~/'.]L~cbi,e~'y ~ . d  Mil l  ]lr0~'5 we take 
the following : 

" The flexible pieces used in machinery may be classed under 
three heads : Cords, which approximate to a round tbrm in section ; 
Bells, which are flat ; and Cbcdns, which consist of a series of rigid 
links, so connected together that the chain, as a whole, is flexible. 
Mr. Willis gives them all the common name of ~,,ral)pin 2 co,meet- 
ors ; and for the sake of brevi ty  in stating principles that apply to 
them all, they may conveniently be called ;ancls. 

" The e//fccth, e radius of a pulley is equal to the radius of the 
pulley added to half the thickness of the band. 

" Smooth bands, such as belts and Cords, are not suited ~o com- 
municate a velocity-ratio ~cit]~2recis~3~ , as teeth are, because of their 
being free to slip on the pulleys ; but the freedom to slip is advan- 
tageous in swift and powerful machinery, because of its preventing 
the shocks which take place when mechanism which is at rest is 
suddenly t/~'oz~;z [J~to gea b or put_in com~ection with the prime 
mover. A band at a certain tension is not capable of exert ing more 
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than a certain definite force upon a pulley over which it passes, 
and therefore occupies, in commulaicating its own speed to the rim 
of that pulley, a certain definite time, depending on the masses that 
are set in motion along with the pulley and the speed to be impressed 
upon them, and until that time has elapsed the band has a slipping 
motion on the pulley; thus avoiding shocks, which consist in the 
too rapid communication of changes of speed. 

" T h e  swell usually allowed in the rims of pulleys is one twenty. 
fourth Tart of the breadth. 

In quarter twist belts, " in  order that the belt may remain on the 
pulleys, the central plone of each pulley must pass through the point 
of delivery of the other pulley. It  i s  easy to see that this arrange- 
ment does not admit of reversed motion. 

" The safe working tension of leather belts, according to Morin, 
is 285 pounds on the square inch. The ordinary thickness of belt- 
ing leather is about "16-inch. 

" The inside of the leather is rougher than the outside, and is 
placed next the pulleys, crossed belts being twisted so as to bring 
the same side of the leather in contact with both pulleys. 

" Leather belts, when new, are not quite of the heaviness of water, 
say 60 pounds per cubic foot ; but after having been for some time 
in use, they become thinner and denser by compression, and are 
then about as heavy as water. The weight of single belting is ap- 
proximately • 068 pounds per one inch breadth and one foot length. 

" R a w  Hide Belts have a tenacity about one and a half that of 
tanned leather. When raw hide is used for belts or for ropes it is 
soaked with grease, to keep it pliable and protect it against the 
action of air and moisture. 

" Gutta-Percha is sometimes used for flat belts. They are made 
of the same dimensions with leather belts for transmitting the same 
tbrce, and are nearly of the same weight. 

" Wove~ Belts are made of a flaxen or cotton fabric, a sufficient 
number of plies being used to give a thickness equal to that of 
leather belts, and cemented together with india rubber. When 
made of flax, they are said to be about three times more tenacious 
than tanned leather belts of the same transverse dimensions. 

"Ultimate tenacity of leather rope, 10,000 feet, or 3360 pounds 
on the circular inch ; of raw hide, 15,000 feet and 5040 pounds on 
the circular inch; safe working tension, one-sixth of these dimen. 
sions. 
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" The ordinary speed of wire ropes in Mr. C. F. Hirn's ' Telody- 
namic Transmission' of power is.from 50 to 80 feet per second, and 
with wrought iron pulleys it is considered that it might be increased 
to 100 feet per second. 

" In order that the rope may not be overstrained by the bending 
of the wires of which it consists, in passing round the driving and 
following pulleys, the diameter of each of those pulleys, should not 
be less than 140 times the diameter of the rope, and is sometimes 
as much as 260 times. 

"The distance between the driving and following pulleys is not 
made less than about 100 feet ; for at less distances shafting is more 
efficient ; nor is it made more than 500 feet in one span, becausc of ] 

the great length of the catenary curves in which the rope hangs. 
When the distance between the driving and following pulleys ex- 
ceeds 500 feet, the rope is supported at intermediate points by pairs 
of bearing pulleys, so as to divide the whole distance into intervals 
of 500 feet, or less. 

"The bearing pulleys have half the diameter, and are of similar 
construction with the driving pulleys. 

"The loss of work due to the stiffness of the rope may be re- 
garded as insensible; because, when the diameters of the pulleys 
are sufficient, the wires of which the rope is made straighten them- 
selves by their own elasticity, after having been bent. 

"Experience shows the loss of power by the axle friction of 
driving and following pulleys to be about ~ t h ,  and of the axle 
friction of each pair of bearing pulleys about ~ ~ t h  of the Whole 
power transmitted." 

(To be continued.) 

ON THE HORSE-POWER OF STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS, AND 
SOME FACTS CONNECTED WITH THE EXPANSION OF STEAM. 

BY EDW'ARD BROWN. 

~liead before the Franklin Institute at its Stated Meeting in January.] 

Ax actual horse-power, as is well known, is 33,000 pounds raised 
one foot high per minute. The application of this test to engines 
and boilers is the subject of this paper. 

It has been, and still is, a common custom with steam engine 
builders, to specify in the cont ra~of  sale that the engine and boiler 
are of a certain size and horse-power. That the machines come up 


